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After the passage of House Bill 70 by the State Legislature, it 
became imperative that Kentucky schools correlate the teaching of 
Career Education with their regular curriculum. As a result, an 
emphasis was put on Career Education in all the in-service programs 
this year in Fleming County in order to orient the teachers to this new 
phase of the curriculum. 
In addition to the in-service programs, a County Committee was 
organized to plan the scope and sequence for the Career Education pro-
gram. As a result of their work, a Career Education Handbook was formu-
I ated. 
Problem Statement 
The purpose of this study was to plan and prepare a Community 
Resource Handbook to be used by the teachers in the Flem.ing County 
School System, along with the Handbook that has already been developed, 
as they infuse the teaching of Career Education into their curriculum. 
Objectives 
The following statements constitute the objectives of this pro-
j ect: ( 1) Make a Business Information Fi 1 e; (2) Make a Human Resource 
File; and (3) Prepare a Community Resource Handbook. 
Procedures 
Two or more businesses from each class or type were sent question-
naires. The businesses selected were primarily from Fleming County, but 
some businesses from Rowan and Mason Counties were also included. These 
businesses were se,lected at random. All businesses responding to the 
questionnaire in the affirmative are included in the Community Resource 
Handbook. 
The individuals sent questionnalres were selected from people in 
the community who have or have had unique experiences, occupations, and/ 
or hobbies. 
A letter, explaining the purpose of the questionnaire, preceded 
the questionnaire for both the businesses and the individuals. A stamped 
self-addressed envelope for the return of the questionnaire was sent. 
Information received from these questionnaires was transferred 
to either a Business Information Form or a Human Resource Form. These 
Information Forms were arranged in alphabetical order and put together 
to make the "community Resource Handbook. 
The Community Resource Handbook for each of the Fleming County 
Schools is to be in looseleaf form in order for it to be readily 
revised. · 
Summary 
One hundred seventy-seven questionnaires were sent to businesses 
and/or organizations. Eighty-six responses were received, which is 49% 
of the total number sent. Of the 86 responses, only 5 businesses (6%) 
gave negative replies on all the items. On the item, "Person to contact 
to visit classroom", 13 of the remaining 81 respondents said "No" or 
made no reply. The remaining 68 respondents indicated that they could 
send someone from their businesses to the classroom. Eighty-one of the 
respondents were willing to have a class come to their p laces of business. 
Of t he 16 questionna i res sent to individuals, nine rep] ies were 
received, which i s 56% of the total number sent . On ly two of the n ine 
respondents gave negative replies. The other seven respondents i ndi-
cated that they would be willing to come to a c l assroom and s hare with 
a class their past occupations and expe riences . 
From the total 193 questionnaires sent, 95 responses were 
received, wh ich is a 49% overal l return. 
The data, rece ived from the r esponses to the questionnai res, was 
t ransferred to either a Bu s iness Information Form or a Human Resource 
Fo rm . These fo rms, a rra nged a l phabetica ll y, have been organized into a 
Commun i ty Resource Handbook. The Handbook makes up Chapter Four of this 
project. 
Accepted by: 
Accepted by the graduate faculty of the School of Educat ion, 
Morehead State Univers i ty, in part ia l fu l fi llment of 
the r equirements for the Education Specia l ist 
Degree i n Admin istrat ion and Superv i s ion 
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A County Committee in Fleming County has recently completed a 
Career Education Handbook in which they covered the following aspects of 
Career Education: (1) Career concepts; (2) Techniques to use to infuse 
Career Education into the curriculum; (3) A listing of the 15 job 
clusters and the various job titles included under each cluster; (4) 
The scope and sequence of the 15 job clusters for grades K - 6, Junior 
High, Vocational Preparation High School, and the General Preparation 
High School; (5) Some of the Career Education learner outcomes; and (6) 
Forms to use in implementing the program and evaluative instruments to 
use in the evaluation of the program. 
The Handbook also lists some of the businesses which could be 
contacted.to help them further develop the Career Education program. 1 
Problem Statement 
The purpose of this study was to plan and prepare a Community 
Resource Handbook to be used by the teachers of the Fleming County School 
System, along with the Handbook that has already been developed, as they 
infuse the teaching of Career Education into their curriculum. 
lFleming County Career Education Committee, Fleming County Career 
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Significance of the Study 
After the passage of House Bill 70 by the State Legislature, it 
became imperative that Kentucky Schools correlate the teaching of Career 
Education with their regular curriculum. An emphasis was put on Career 
Education in all the in-service programs this year in Fleming County in 
order to orient the teachers to this new phase of the curriculum. 
Dr. Werneck, Professor of Education at Northern Illinois Univer-
sity,made the following statements concerning Career Education to partici-
pants attending the Comprehensive Education Demonstration Center, Joliet, 
1-11 inois in 1976: 
Career Education has to mean more than the teaching 
of saleable skills; more than the gathering of occupational 
information; more than learning the skills of value clari-
fication and practicing the processes of decisionmaking. 
Career Education teachers have to make a committment to 
our ultimate career--the furtherance of life. They have 
to see their individual striving learners, their logically 
organized subJect matters, and their (multi-sensory) media 
programs as parts of a larger whole. 
Career Education teachers have _to infuse their teach-
ing environments-with life--real life by making content 
relevant to the activities of believable adults in their 
communities, credible life by connecting students and 
their work to authentic adults and the work they do, 
imaginative life by encouraging students to study their 
own intrapsychic indwellings to find out who they are and 
what they have within themselves as potentialities and 
emphatic life by arranging ·and sharing, frequent exper-
ience of committment and their consequences in terms of 
effects upon the human community.2 
Some of the reasons for an emphasis on Career Education might be 
summarized under the fol lowing points: (1) Dropout rates have reached 
unacceptable proportions. Each year in the United States nearly 2.5 
;•· 
·:-,· 2statements made by Dr. Walter Werneck in an address ("Career 
Development Through Life-Centered Education") to participants attending 
the Comprehensive Education Demonstration Center, Joliet, Illinois, 
March 9, 1976. 
3 
million students leave the formal education system without adequate pre-
paration for careers. In the 1970-71 school year 850,000 elementary and 
secondary school students dropped out. Eight hundred and fifty thousand 
high school students who entered college in 1967 did not complete the 
baccalaureate or an organized occupational program. (2) Thousands of 
young people who are products of the general education curric·ulum are 
underemployed or unemployed. At the beginning of the 1960'.s, youth 
unemployment was 3.3 times that of adult unemployment. At the end of the 
decade, it was·5.5 times greater •. (3) Poverty remains a severe problem 
for many people in many areas of the nation. (4) The United States is 
finding it more and more difficult to compete effectively in the inter-
national market because of labor costs, job attitudes, and shortage of 
technically trained workers. Since the increase in productivity has 
diminished in recent years, its restoration to higher levels is needed 
for economic growth, lower costs and prices, and a higher standard of 
1 iving. (5) .women wi 11 continue to enter and reenter the .labor force in 
increasing numbers. They will participate more fully in the economy as 
broader opportunities become available to them and the needs for day care, 
retraining, and part-time employment are met. (6) The general public is 
becoming disenchanted with the system of education that keeps reporting 
more student apathy, more absenteeism, more academic failures, more 
assaults on school personnel, and more vandalism. (7) The "new" genera-
tion, more interested in roles than in vague goals that may never be 
attained in a rapidly changing technology, is giving impetus to curri-
culum restructuring. The concept of work is being viewed by youth as 
the expenditure of time and energy for the benefit of self, family, and 
society. 
4 
These social and economic conditions lend credence to the need for 
educational reform and the attractiveness of Career Education. 3 
In addition to the in-service programs held in Fleming County this 
year, a County Committee was organized to plan the scope and sequence for 
the Career Education program. As a result of the work of this Committee, 
the aforementioned Handbook evolved. 
After reviewing this Handboo.k, it was determined that if informa-
tion could be obtained from the various businesses in the community and 
formulated into a Community Resource Handbook, this information would 
greatly enhance the present Career Education Handbook and make it more 
usable. 
Definition of Terms 
Career Education. This term has been defined as the total effort 
of public education and the community aimed at helping all individuals to 
become familiar with the values and responsibilities of a work-oriented 
society, to integrate these values and responsibilities into their per-
sonal value system, and to implement these values and responsibilities into 
their Jives in such a way that work becomes possible, meaningful, and 
satisfying to each individuaJ. 4 Career Education is lifelong and should 
encompass the total educational program.5 
Business. This term refers to one's work, occupation, or pro-
fession. It will also refer to a commercial or industrial establishment, 
such as a store or factory. 
3charles Heyneck, Chairman. The Bowling Green Career· Education 
-'-M""a"'n"'u""a-'J.,...c..f..:.o.;..r~T=ea;rc~he""· :...rs"-'-, ~C°'o""u"'n-'-s'-e'-1'-'o'-'r-'s'"','-'a'-'n'-'d'"'-'-A'-'d-"m'-'i-'-ri'-'i""'s""'t"-r""a""'t""o-'-r..:;..s (Bowl i ng Green, 
Kentucky,. 1974) pp. 2-3. 
41bid., p. 4. 
51bid. 
5 
Organization. This term will be used synonomously with the term 
11 business 11 • 
Del imitations 
The focus of this project was on obtaining information from 
businesses in Fleming County, but it was not limited to Fleming County. 
Selected businesses in the neighboring counties of Mason and Rowan are 
included. Also included in this Community Resource Handbook are 
individuals who may not be actively engaged in a business at the present 
time but who have had interesting occupations or professions which 
could contribute to the Career Education program. 
Objectives 
The following statements constitute the objectives for this 
project: (1) Make a Business Information File; (2) Make a Human Resource 
File; and. (3) Prepare a Community. Resource Handbook. 
Chapter 2 
RELATED LITERATURE 
The Fayette County School System has developed a Community Resource 
Guide similar to the one that is being done for this project. 
Each page of the Resource Guide gives the following information: 
(1) the name and address of the business or organization; (2) the ser-
vices the business renders or the products produced; (3) who to contact 
for further information; (4) a list of job titles; (5) whether field trips 
would be accepted; (6) the grade levels and number of students the 
business would accept at one time; (7) the day of the week and time of 
day which would be more convenient for field trips and/or class visits; 
(8) individual opportunities--whether students could observe their work 
or obtain job training; and, (9) resources--whether brochures were avail-
able, photos could be taken, or video tapes made. 6 
The Bowling Green City Schools have developed an extensive manual 
in "an attempt to show and share with others the way that Career Education 
has been designed, developed, and implemented into the curriculum of the 
Bowling Green educational program." 
This Manual, developed in cooperation with the Kentucky Department 
of Education, defines and gives the basic principles of Career Education; 
gives the roles of the superintendent, supervisor, principal, and librarian 
6Kenneth Kron, Coordinator, Fayette County Community Resource Guide 
(Lexington, Kentucky, 1976). 
6 
7 
in the pr.ogram; I ists the basic Career Education elements and element 
outcomes; discusses the effect of community involvement in the program; 
emphasizes the importance of a good in-service program as being the key 
to a good program and discusses how their Career Education program was 
implemented through an extensive in-service program; outlines methods 
used to implement the program at the various grade levels, and, includes 
survey and evaluative forms used to evaluate the program.? 
The Jefferson County Pub! ic Schools are in the process of putti.ng 
a Community Resource Handbook together, but they have not completed it as 
yet. 8 
The Kentucky Valley Educational cooperative of Hazard, Kentucky 
has not developed a Community Resource Handbook, but they have developed 
a book in which a list of concepts and skills for every grade level from 
one through fourteen is. given. 
Under each grade level are given the goals, suggested objectives, 
suggested activities, and suggestions for evaluation for the following 
phases of Career Education: (I) Career Awareness; (2) Decision-making; 
(3) Economic Awareness; (4) Educational Awareness; (5) Human Relations 
Skills; (6) Positive Concepts; and, (?) Positive Attitudes toward all 
types of work. 9 
The Hebron Junior High School has developed a Community Resource 
?Charles Heyduck, pp. l-83. 
8Letter from Barbara Preli, Director of Career Education of the 
Jefferson County Public Schools, December 15, 1976. 
9Letter from Hargus Rogers, Career Education Coordinator of the 
Kentucky Valley Educational Cooperative, February 27,.1977. 
File, but a book has hever been completed. They keep the information in 
10 
an index file and keep it updated yearly. 
10Letter from Susan Mattingly, Counselor of Hebron Junior High 





At least two businesses from each class or type were sent a 
questionnaire. All businesses or organizations who responded to the 
questionnaire are to be included in the Community Resource Handbook. 
The individuals sent questionnaires were selected from people 
in the community who have had unique experiences, occupations, or 
hobbies. 
A list of the businesses and individuals to which questionnaires 
were sent are listed in Appendix E. 
Instrumentation and Data Collection 
The business questionnaire, which was sent to businesses or 
organizations concerning their business or organization, is found in 
Appendix A. A letter of explanation precedes the questionnaire and a 
stamped self-addressed envelope was sent for the return of the question-
naire. 
The questionnaire asked for the following information from the 
business or organization to which ·it was sent: (1) the name, address, 
and phone number of the business or organization; (2) the number of 
employees; (3) if anyone would be available to visit a classroom and 
talk about the business; (4) if so, who would be available; (5) if a 
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for further information; (7) if any pamphlets or brochures concerning the 
business are available; and, (8) the types of jobs necessary to operate 
the overall business and the qualifications for each job listed. 
The questionnaire in Appendix B, which was sent to selected 
individuals, asked for the following information: (1) name, address, and 
phone number; (2) occupational experiences--past and present, hobbies, 
and travels; and, if the individual could come talk to a class about his 
occupational experiences, hobbies, or travels. 
A follow-up letter was sent to the businesses, organizations, or 
individuals who did not respond to the questionnaire within three weeks 
after original mailing. These follow-up letters are found in Appendixes 
F and G. 
·Compilation of Data 
Information received from the business questionnaires was trans-
ferred to a Business Information Form like the one found in Appendix C. 
One form was used for each business. 
Information received from the questionnaires sent to individuals 
was transferred to the Human Resource Form like the 9ne found in 
Appendix D. 
Appendix E contains a list of businesses or organizations and 
individuals to whom questionnaires were sent. 
After the information from the questionnaires was compiled, it 
was put together in the form of a Community Resource Handbook. This 
Handbook makes.up.Chapter IV of this project. 
The Community Resource Handbook for each of the Fleming County 
Schools is to be in a loose-leaf form in order for it to be readily 
revised. 
I; l, I '· · - •I." ..... ; : .. •I 
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Chapter 4 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE HANDBOOK 
This chapter is an organized compilation of data obtained from 
various businesses and/or organizations and individuals. It is organized 
as a Community Resource Handbook and-will be used by the Fleming County 
School System in the implementation of the Career Education Program. 
Information for the Handbook was obtained from 193 question-
naires. One hundred seventy-seven questionnaires were sent to various 
businesses and/or organizations in Fleming, Rowan and Mason Counties and 
17 questionnaires were sent to various individuals in Fleming County who 
have had interesting occupations or experiences. 
From the 177 questionnaires sent to businesses and/or organi-
zations, 86 responses were received which is 49% of the total number 
sent. Of these 86 responses, only 5 businesses (6%) gave negative 
replies on all items. On the item "Person to contact to visit classroom", 
thirteen of-the remaining 81 respondents (16%) said "No" or made no reply. 
The remaining 68 respondents indicated that they could send someone from 
their businesses to the classroom. Eighty-one of the respondents were 
willing to- have a class come to--their places of business. 
Of the 16 questionnaires sent to individuals, 9 replies were 
received, which is 56% of the number sent. Only two of the nine respon-
dents gave.negative replies. The other seven respondents indicated that 
they would be-willing to come to a cl.assroom and share with the class 
their past .occupations and experiences. 
l l 
From the total 193 questionnaires sent, 95 responses were 
received, which is a 49% overall return. 
12 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS Agr i cu I tura l Stab i"J i zat ion and ·con'serva" 
tion Service, Mt, Sterling Road, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4841 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 ful I time· 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM Wi I I iam Cowan. . ___ ___.; __ ___.; ________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP William Cowan 
~-".:....:...:...:..;=-....:..:::0:.:::~---------------~-
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? __ Y_es ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Program Assistant Know! edge of genera I office equip-
Reporter 
County Executive Director 
ment, calculators, mimeograph 
machine, typing ability, knowledge 
of farming and a High School 
Diploma or equivalent. 
·.Farming background, knowledge of 
fa rm i ng and ab i I i ty in ma th to 
permit acreage determination. 
College degree in related field or 
training program and pass test, 
agricultural background· helpful. 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
. NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS. Alexander's Red Cottage Gallery; r53· 
Flemingsburg Road, Morehead KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER~7!..:8::...4:_-,::_92=:6::.!7 ______ __;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 ful 1 time 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Mrs. Frank Alexander 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR IP Mrs. Frank A 1 exander 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_...,;N~o---------~---
16 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Framing Ab i 1 i ty to work with wood ·and 
assemble frames 
Matting Ability to measure and cut mats 
Selling Prints An understanding of limited 
edition prints and the artists 
Selling Gifts Knowl ed'ge of mer.chand i se and d i.s-
playing. Salesmanship and good 
public relations 
17 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS __ A_t_t_o_r_n_ey~s_-_A_t_-_L_aw_: _S_u_i_t~, _M_c~C ... a-'-r_..t_ne~y~a"'n-'-d __ 
Price, 108 East Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'---8_4~5_-7,_l'-'3"'-1--------'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_~5 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Pat Price 
---'--'--'--'-"'""--------------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Pat Price 
---'----'-"---------------------~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---'-'-'----------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for Each Job Listed 
Lawyers J. D. Degree and member of the 
Kentucky Bar Associat.ion 
Legal secretary .. High schoo.1 ai:ploma with training 
in business. Must be able to 
take shorthand 
18 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
,. 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Boorie and Nickell Funeral Home 150 West 
" water S·treet. Flemtngsourg, KY' 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'--'8"-4,,,.5'"'""'"'"22=..3,.l'---------·NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_..::6 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Conrad M. Ntckell 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Conrad M Ntckell 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE.?_Y~e_s ____________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Funeral Directors Htgh School Diploma arid three 
years apprentice to apply for 
license 
Embalmers High School Diploma, 12 months 
mortuary school and three·years 
apprentice to apply for license 
EMT or First Aid Men Training in Firrt Aid and Erner• 
gencies 
19 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS The Bright Spot Aniiqu,is, IOI Court Sq11are, 
. . .. l) 
'f 1 em i.'ng sourg, KY · 41 o41 
PHONE NUMBER 845~403 l NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
'------''-----"----------' ---''------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Mrs. Mae Crouch or Evelyn Boone 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Mrs, Mae Crouch or Evelyn Boone 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
-~-----------~-
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Antique Buyer Knowledge of Antiques· 
Bookkeeper Must be trained in business 
Salesman Good public relations. Also, 




BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Bruner. Building and Supply Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 169, Convict Pike, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER -849-9681 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 32 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM No one 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. PERSON TO CONTAGT.FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Harold D. Bruner 
. ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE7 No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
·---------~-~-~---~---------------~---------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Carpenters Experience in carpentry, training 
on the job ··:- . ··-
E 1 ect r i c i ans Electrical ability, training on 
the job 
Plumbers Training in plumbing, on the job 
training 
Drywal 1 men Training in this field, on the job 
training 
Brick layers ... : ' Training in brick laying, on the 
job training 
Ceramic H 1 e · layers Training in this field, .on ~he 
job training 
Sales clerks . Good public relations, knowledge 
in math 
Truck drivers Driver's license, willingness to 
Bruner Building and Supply Company, Inc, 
Business Information Form 
Page 2 
Type of Jobs Qualification for each Job Listed 
Truck Driver (con'~.) ' ' work 




BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Burger Queen, 133 East.Water Street •. 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER .845~8141 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 35 
~~-"--~~~~~~~~~~· ---=~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Ronnie L. Biddle 
PERSON TO C.ONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Ronnie L, Biddle 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Possibly 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Counter Waitresses Politeness, - neatness;· and· on the 
job training 
Gri 11 Cooks Neatness, cleanliness and on the 
job training 
Training Director Six months experience in job 
Assistant Manager Six months related experience and 
one year of direct management 
Manager One year of direct management and 
experience under operator 
22 
Operator Three years management experience, 
completion of management school 
and Dale Carnegie Public Rela-
tions Course 
23 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Calico Corner Gifts, 107 North Main Cross, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-3401 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 2 :...__ _________ __: ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM __ N_o_o_n_e _________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Georgianna Sparks 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 




Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Good public relations·, ability in 
math and salesmanship 
Training in bookkeeping 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Campb.el'l Home Furnishings. Mt. Ste["] jog 
Avenue, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845~5231 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 21 
~----------~ ~~---~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM_"'R-'-, ...:.A~·--=-Ca:::m:.:i:p:..:bc=e..:..1-"-I ------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP R, A, Campbell 
~-'-------'------------------'--
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~-------------~ 
24 
Types of Jobs Qua! ifications for each Job Listed 
C;irpet layers On tl:te joti trainlng · 
Purnlture de! ivery Aot J[ty to drive. a truck, good 
public relatlons 
Salesmen Good public relations, salesman~ 
ship ability 
Secretary Able to type and do other clerical 
work 
Service men On the job training 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS City Hall~~City of.Flemingsburg; Main 
Cros:s·, F·lemingsourg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-.595 l NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 24 
'-------~------- ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Martha Eldridge 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Martha Eldridge 
------~~----------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
25 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Policemen Pol ice training--EKU · 
Bookkeepers General bookkeeping ability 
Water Plant Operators Training in this area 
Sewer Plant Operators Training in this area 
Firemen Training in this area 
Sanitation Workers On the job training 
Street Crew On the job training 
Swimming Pool Attendants Qualified Lifeguards 
Mayor and City Counc i.1 Knowledge and an interest·in the 
city and its needs 
Park Attendants Willingness to work, an interest 
in young people 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS. ·clover Leaf Datry; 1111 Forest Avenue, 
') 
Mays;vl'l le KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER'-----'5_6_4--'.-5'-2_8.:..5 _____ __;NUMB ER OF EMPLOYEES_2..::..5 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Tim or Ed Griefenkamp 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP No one'"~had to discontinue this practice to avoid 
acc1 ents 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Driver-Salesmen Math and driving ability.· Also 
good public relations 




BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Colonial Village Pharmacy, 203 South 
Main Cross, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-2101 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 14 ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM David Marshall ------------------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP David Marshall _ __;..;....:.---"--'----'----------------~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? __ Y_e_s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Pharmacist B.S. in Pharmacy, State Boards and 
experience 
Accountant Be a C.P.A. in order to complete 
accounting required by law 
Bookkeeper Training in bookkeeping 
Clerks Good public relations, ·some know-
ledge of merchandise and a know-
ledge of the location of the mer-
chandise 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS ComP-_[!~.b~.oL!_.o.s;. Comprehensive Ca re Center, 
Elizavi lle Road, Route 2, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER._....:8:...:4~9_:-2::.:2:..:.1.::.2 ______ ...;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_~9 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM._..:;R::::aLy....:Kc:.;i..:;nc.:n.::.eYL-_____ ~--
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Denice Vibbert or Ray Kinney 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE?_...:.Y..:ce~s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications' for each Job Listed 
Psychologist Masters or Ph.D. in Clinical Psy-
chology 
Nurse R.N. Degree 
Socia 1 Worker Masters in social work 
Intake Receptionist High school diploma and clerical 
work 
Typist High school diploma and skilled in 
typing 
Menta 1 .Hea 1th Associate College degree in related field 
Teacher for Mental Retardation College degree in related field 
Program 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Davenport F~rm Supply; ·west Water Street, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-3941 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 9 
·-_;:_;"'--'=-'-'----------' --=-----
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM Ray Davenp.ort -'-"'-'----'-----------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Ray Davenport 
-~~-~-------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes ---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Management B.s;.Degree in agriculture·or busi-
ness 
Outside salesmen High school diploma and good public 
re lat ions 
Bookkeeping Training in bookkeeping 
Mill foreman High>school diploma, knowledge of 
the business and.ability to super-
vise 
Truck drivers Driver's license and willingness 
to work 
Warehouse workers High school diploma and willing-
ness to work 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Denham Medical Cljnic. 611 Forest Avenue, 
Maysvtlle, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER. _ _,5::..;6:_.;4_-3"-'3"-"3'-'-1-------NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES. _ _,_3,,,_8 _ ~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM No one, not e'nough time 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING.AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dr, Kelly Moss, Dr. George Estill or Mrs. Ruby 
Sparks 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LAB LE?--'"'--------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Nurses Degree in nursing 
Medical technicians Specialized college training in 
this field 
Bookkeepers High school diploma and trai'ning 
in bookkeeping 
Accountant College training in the field of 
accounting 
Receptionists High school diploma, politeness 
Physicians Medical degree in their fjeld 
Custodians Willingness to do hard work 
Laboratory aides Training on the job 
Other office personnel Typing, transcribing from dicta-
phone, and knowledge of computers 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS. Denton Funeral Home, 405 South Main Cross, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-35 I 1 . NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4 
:___-'--'"---'=...;-'-~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM James W. Denton· 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR IP James W. Denton 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Embalmers High school diploma and lz·months 
at an embalming school. Also, two 
years apprenticeship 
Funeral director Three years apprenticeship 
Ambulance attendant E.M.T. Training 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Department for Human Resources--Bureau 
for Socfal Services, 119 B Main Street, Flemin(lsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER_8'-4'"'"5_-3._4"'-4'"'"1 _______ .NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_~8 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Dorothy S. Curtis 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dorothy S. Curtis 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes ---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Social Workers College degree in field in which 
person is working 
32 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS ·Eastern Kentucky Production Credit Assa-
ciation, 277 B. West Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-2861 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES· 20 ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM J. B. Lunsford 
'--------------~--
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR IP J. B. Lunsford 
------------------------~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes · 
---------------~ 
------------------------------------------------,-----------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Secretary Business school training 
Bookkeeper Business school training 
Field office manager Degree in agriculture 
Credit supervisor Degree in business and finance 
.Public relations director Degree in journalism and merchan-
dising 
General manager Degree in agriculture and agri-
business 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Eldridge Brothers, Inc., Route 1, 'Flemings-
burg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-2711 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 20 
-~~~~~~~~~~-'-~-' -----'---~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM----'D-"a-'-v-'--id=----=E:...:l.=.d'"-r.:..:id:..:g.,,e'---------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Delmar or David Eldridge 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LAB LE? No 
~~-~~~---~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs ' Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Auto sales Two yea rs ex per i-ence 
Service salesmen High school diploma and experience 
Auto mechanics Two years experjence 
Body shop mechanic Experience and training on the job 
Bookkeeper Training in bookkeeping and 
experience 
Reconditioning new cars Training on the job 
Service station attendant High school diploma, experience 
and good public relations 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS_.--"E""m"'mo"'il~s=----=G'-"e"'n"'e'""ra,._1~S..,t.,..o,_i-,..e._; _.R .... a,..11 .. r... e_._J ,_, -----
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER_8'-4"'5--2""8_8_2 _______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 2_~--
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM L. L. Emmons ---------------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP L.L. Emmons ------------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---------------
~----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qua] ifjcations for each Job Listed 
General store clerks Good public relations·, good in 
math 
General store manager Good public relaticins, manage-
ment and organizational ability 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Farmers Deposit Bank, P.O. Box 387, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
14 
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PHONE NUMBER 845-3551 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
~~---'--------~ ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Larry Story 
---~-~~-------~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT~ 
MENTOR FIELD TRIP Larry Story 
--~-'---'---------------~----
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_N_o ____________ _ 
--~--------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Tellers Accuracy, superior math, polite" 
ness 
Bookkeepers Knowledge of bookkeeping, accuracy 
Proofreader Accuracy, like machines, quickness 
Secretary Typing, shorthand helpful, polite-
ness 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS. ·Fleming County·Board of Education, West 
Water S.treet, FlemingsEiurg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-5851 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 250 ------------ ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Charles Brown or Wanda Maxey 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP_w_·a_n_·a_·a_M_ax_·-e~-v~-' _________________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_-"'N""o--------"------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Administrative Certification according to state 
requirements and experiences 
Teachers Certification according to state 
requirements and experience 
Non-certified personnel Age and exper<i.i~nce 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADD RE SS OF BUS I NE S S _ __,_F '-1 e=:.m"-'i'"'"h"'g'--"-Co=u=n.:..:t'-'y--=-C..:..i '-r c=u"-'i'""'t"--"C""'o""u r,_t.......,C'"'l""'e,_r'"'"k.._, _ 
Court Square, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER __ 84-=5'---_,_7_01-'1 ______ -'NUMB ER OF EMPLOY EES_..:3 ___ _ 
PE RS ON TO CONTACT TO V I S IT A CLASS RO OM __ J e"'a"'n'---'"F'"'"l ""'em'--'-'i n"""g<-.;o..:..r-'-'Na=n_,_c~y-'-F"'a'-r'-1 e""'y'--
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Jean Fleming or Nancy Farley 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes, driver 1 s manua 1 s for high 
school students 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Clerks Have typing ski 11 s, kriow office 
procedure, skilled in bookkeeping 
and ability in meeting the public 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Fleming County Extension Service, Court 
Square, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4641 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4 
-----------~ ~----~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Karen Witt or Carol Haight 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Kareh Witt or Carol Haight 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_Y_e_s ____________ _ 
Types of Jobs 
County Agent 
Home demonstration agent 
4-H and development 
Secretary 
Qualifications for each Job Listed 
College aegree in agriculture 
College degree in home economics 
College degree in related fields 
Training in typing and bookkeeping 
40 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Fleming County Hea.lth [lepartment, Court 
Sguare, FlemingsEiurg. KY. 41041 
PHONE NUMBER. _ _,8""4""-5-'-6""'5'-'-l_,_l _____ _;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_..,_ __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TD VISIT A CLASSROOM Donald L. Colgan, Health Envir-
onmentalist 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION DR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Donald L. Colgan 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_..:.Y.::e::.s ___ ~--------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Health Environmentalist Graduate of accredited colTege 
with a minor or equivalent (18 
hours) in biological or phvsical 
sciences 
Community .health nurse Graduation from a diploma or 
associate degree program in nur-
sing that is state approved. 
Licensed to practice as a regis~: 
tered nurse in Kentucky 
Clerk typist High school graduate including a 
course in typing, or an equivalent 
combination of related training and 
experience 
41 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Fleming County Hospital, Elizaliille Road, 
Route 2, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'--_84_;9:.....-_2::..:35:.....l _______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 100-110 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM Ms. Sharon Barker, RN or Mrs. 
Berni~6·1Stacy, lab technician 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Ms. Sharon Barker 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?__.:Nc.::.o ____________ _ 









Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Degree in nursing 
Specialized college tralning 
Specialized college training 
Nurse's Aide training course 
Bookkeeping and typing 
Bookkeeping and typing 
Mechanical and electrical abi 1 ity 
On the job training 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS Fleming County Library, 303 South Main 
Cross, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-7851 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 2 full time 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
librarians and l custodian 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Mrs. Lyla Lee Humphries 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Mrs. Lyla Lee Humphries 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LAB LE? Yes 
42 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Librarian High school diploma and 1 i·brary 
certification within five years 
Bookmobile librarian Same qua! ifications as librarian 
Custodian Willingness to work 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS The Flemtng Gazette, Flemingsburg, .KY 
41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-9211 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 7 ---'--"-----------· -~----
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Lowell, Jean or Marjorie Denton 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Lowell, Jean or Marjorie Denton 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Typists High school diploma arid courses in 
typing 
Compositers College training in journalism and 
typing skills 
Circulation department Public relations ability and book-
keeping 
Photographer High school diploma and knowledge 
of camera or on the job training 
Press room operators Mechanical and/or electrical back-
ground 
Reporters Knowledge in English grammar and 
ability in composition 
Printers High school diploma and on the job 
training 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Fleming-Mason Rural Electric Corporation, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'--_8_;490...-_2_6_6 l _______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_-'5-"5 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM T. E. Rigdon ·-------=----------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P_..;.M.:.:a:.:.r.1..y_:_:.Ho::Jp::rp~e:.:.r _________________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? __ N:.::o:__ _________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Lineman High school diploma, training on 
the job 
Clerical High school diploma, training in 
typing and other related business 
courses 
Manager Administrative a.bi 1 ity 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Fleming Tractor Sales·, Flemingsbur·g, KY 
41041 
PHONE NUMBER __ 8-'49'---2-=-3::...36 ______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ l_l __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM No one 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP No reply given 
~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Parts manager Knowledge of machinery, abJl_i-ty in 
management 
Salesman Good public relations, knowledge 
of machinery 
Sal es manager Good p~blic relations, ability in 
management 
Service manager Knowledge of machinery, ability in 
management 
Mechanic Mechanical ability 
Bookkeeper Training in boo~keeping and other 
c 1 erica l work. 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Flemingsburg Times Democrat, 119 Main 
Cross, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4411 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~· -~~---'-~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Tom Hamby, Publisher 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TR.IP Mrs. Virginia Fil le 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
News Writers Good background in. English, liter-
ature, a knowledge of hi"story and 
typing 
Advertising sales Public speaking, economics back-
ground 
Clerical and bookkeeping General office skills 
Compositers Organizational ~nd typing skills 
Paste~up workers Neatness and organization 
Press room operators Electrical and/or mechanical back-
ground 
Circulation department Public relations abilJty and 
record keeping 
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BUSINESS INFORM/\TION FORM 
NAME AND ADD R.ES S 0 F BUS I NE S S. _ _,_F.!.:l e,,,in!Cl!.!.n,,,,g,_,,s·"'b"-u r,_,g..._,,U~n!.!.i-'t=.ed~S;,:;e"'r_,_v ..... i ,,_c e"-'-. _,2,,,0,_,5'--!!.We,,.s""· tc___ 
Water Street, Plemingsourq, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER __ 8"'4""9'--~23""3""3'--------NUMB ER OF EMPLOYEES. _ _,__ _ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM. __ N"'o"--"o"'n:::.e _________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR l P_..:.J.::.ac"-'k-'-. -'-R"-y..:.e _________________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?. __ No"--------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Car and truck parts men Have a knowledge of ca· rs and 
trucks, their operation and parts 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS General Telephone Company of Kentucky, 
154 East Second Street, Morehead, KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER'---'7_8_4_-4_4_4.;;..3 ______ ....;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ l 5_6 _ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Customer Service Supervisor or 
District Manager 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Customer Service Supervisor or District Manager . 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of.Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Operators High school graduate ~nd good 
phone personality 
Lineman High school graduate and training· 
on the job 
Servicemen High school graduate and training 
on the job 
Central office personnel Typing, bookkeeping system and 
other business skills 
Administrative personnel Training in administration and 
supervision 
Management Training in management and other 
related fields 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Gooding Auto Parts, West Water Street 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER_8"""4""5'---"'-9'-'l l'""l _______ .NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES _ _,,__ _ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Harold Gooding 
PERSON, TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P~=La~r'-'r'""'y~G=o=od~i n~g,__ ______________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
-~'---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Machinist Skilled in use of auto and machine 
tools 
Parts counter man Able to meet public and skilled 
in reading and math 
Bookkeeper Training in business 
Manager Organizational and administrative 
ability. Also, have knowledge of 
auto and machine parts 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Hayswood Hospital, Eight West Fourth 
Street, Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER'---'5:..;:6-'4--'-3"'3:.;..2..:.1 ______ ...;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 2_64 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM D. Fryman or E. Welch 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP D. Fryman or E. Welch 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
Types of Jobs 





Licensed practical nurses 
Plant engineers 
~-------------~ 
Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Specialized training ··in this field 
Specialized training in this field 
Specialized training in this field 
Specialized training in this field 
Degree in nursing 
Course in practical nursing 
Electrical and mechanical ability. 
Also, training on the job 
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BUSTNESS TNFORMATTON FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Humphries Antiques·, Route 1, Hillsboro, 
KY ·41049 
PHONE NUMBER._--'8--'4::_9---'8'-4-'--7"'-1------NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 4.:__ _ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM. __ J_a_m~e~s--'H--'u~m.;_p__;h_r.;_ie_s _____ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR. FIELD TRIP __ J~a~m~e~s-"-Hu_m~p~h~r~i~e~s----------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE? __ Y_e_s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Antique buyer Knowledge of antiques· 
Cabinet maker Training in this field, on the job 
training 
Furniture finisher· Training in th1s field, on the job 
training 
Electrician Electrical ability 
Salesman Good pub] ic relations 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS _ _;:_Je;::,:_rr:...Y<-.'....:s:.......:l..:G::.:A:.....:..F;::o;::od::.:._1 ,_,i n_,,e:.:r_,,c.....:.:M:::a..:.i:..:n....::..Cr:..:o::.;s:.:s:.:,,__ _ _ 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'----'8'-'4.:::.5~-9""'5~1-'-1-----------'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES---'2""'6 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM __ J~e~r~r~y.....:..;Ro~s~s~e~r ________ _ 
.. PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN .APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Jerry Rosser 
---=---'--""'-""'.::..;_-----~-------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes, but must be ordered ahead 
of time 
. ----------~~----------------------------------------------------~~~------
. T-ypes of Jobs. Qualifications for each· Job Listed 
. Cash·ters High school diploma, good persona-
lity and mathematical ability 
Stock boys. Age 16 or older and willing to 
1 earn 
Bakery counter girl Good personality, clean and neat 
Bakers and cooks On the job training 
Produce supervisor One year of training and a >1i 11 ing-
'. -" ' 
ness t6 accept responsibility 
Meat cutter. Two years of training 
Meat wrapper Training on the job 
Carry out boys A willingness to work, neat, clean, 
and politeness 
. ,. 
f .. , •• '""' ... 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Jim and Judy's Paint and Wallpaper Store, 
108 Main Cross Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-8451 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
-~~~~-------- -~~----
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM __ J_u_d~y_M_cG_i n_n~i~s _______ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Judy McGinnis --'-.::..:;.'-'.;..:.c~"""'-,:;_ _______________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes _ ___;..;;..;;... ____________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Paint salesman Comp 1 ete know] edge of ·types of 
paints, surface preparation, color 
mixing and selection 
Wa 11 paper sa 1 esman Knowledge of kinds of wallpaper 
available, appropriateness for use, 
pattern and color selection 
Craft consultant Knowledge of various types of 
craft materials, knowledge in the 
use of these materials 
Bookkeeper and accountant Skilled in bookkeeping and skilled 
in math 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND' ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Judge Richard L. Hinton, 19 Judicial' 
Circuit, 113 West Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
2 PHONE NUMBER 845-5511 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES ---'---"-'-------------" ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Richard L. Hinton ---------------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Richard L. Hinton 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Judge Experience and a degree in· faw 
Secretary Training in typing, shorthand, and. 
bookkeeping 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
• 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Kach·ler, J. L. Real Estate, 127 Court 
Square, Flemingsburg, KY 4·1041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-3501 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4 
~~-'---'--~~~~~~~~--' -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Bob Jones 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Bob Jones 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~...,-~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Broker Must meet the requirements· of the 
State Real Estate Commission and 
be licensed as such; must have 
knowledge of all terms about 
building and land 
Broker-salesman The same as a broker but must have 
had a salesman's' license for about 
two years. Works out of someone 
else's office 
Salesman Must meet state requirements and 
work under .a broker, cannot adver-
tise in his name 
56 
BUS I NESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Kentucky State Police, Morehead, KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER 784-4127 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 38 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Trooper Linville Riddle--
Morehead Post 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Lieutenant L. E. Burgin, Assistant Post Commander 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Pol ice officers A citizen of United States;·estab-
lished residence upon completion 
of cadet training, good moral 
character, age 21 through 30, 
secure a Kentucky's operator's 
license when employed as a cadet 
trooper, an honorable discharge, 
pass a rigid physical examination, 
and a high school diploma 
Radio operators High school diploma, typing 35· 
words per minute, background inves-
tigation, medical examination 
Post clerks Typing, shorthand, and other 
related business courses 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Kentucky Util iti-es, 300 South Main Cross, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-7611 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 5 
~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Gary Blake or Debby Clifford 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Stewart Watson 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 





Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Typing, bookkeeping, adding· 
machine, good pub] ic relations 
and general knowledge of office. 
Also, a high school diploma 
Reading meters, general electrical 
knowledge, voltages, connecting 
electric service·s and related 
duties. Also·a ·high school 
diploma and good publ-ic ·relations 
College training in related fields, 
good public relations, general 
knowledge of electric industry and 
capable of supervising employees 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Kern's and Williams Insurance Agency, 
P.O. Box 232, Flemingsourg, Ky 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-5341 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Mrs. Dora Sparks 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Melvin F. Porter 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~--'-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Agent Must be 1 icensed by the state, · 
and have a contract with the 
insurance company whom you repre-
sent, be able to rate policies 
and what the different coverage 
will do and what the state law 
requires the per·son to carry, and 
sign all policies 
Solicitor About the same as an agent but can 
not sign the policies 
Secretary Must be able to type, figure and 
rate a person for the policy he 
needs, meet the public and have 
good manners in dealing with 
people on or off the phone, be 
Kerns and Williams Insurance Agency 
Business Information Form 
Page 2 
Type of Jobs 
Secretary (can't.) 
59 
Qualification for each Job Listed 
able to keep all dealings handled 
on a confidential basis 
60 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Lane Funeral Home, Inc., Old Flemingsburg 
Road, Morehead, Ky 40351 
PHONE NUMBER 784-4134 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
~-'---""---------' ~-"------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A C LASSROOM __ N_o_r_e...:.p_l..:..y _________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP W. C. Lane ------------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
-~-------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Funeral director Two year apprenticeship 
Embalmer One year in an accredited mortuary 
school and three years apprentice-
ship 
61 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS 'Lawrence Florist, West Water Street, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4141 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Marita or John Lawrence 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Marita of John Lawrence 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Flower arrangement Artistic in flower arranging and 
training on the job 
Bookkeeper Training in business and record 
keeping 
Salesman Good public relations 
62 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Lerman's Department Store, 103-109 East 
Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4231 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 10 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Jesse P. Cooper, Manager 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Jesse P. Cooper 
~~~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? __ N_o ____________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Manager Experience in management and organ-
ization, knowledge of merchandise 
and ordering, good public rela-
ti ons ; 
Genera 1 c 1 er ks Selling ability, good publ'ic 
relations, knowledge of adding 
machines and cash register usage 
' 
ability in the evaluation of 
stock conditions, personality and 
good personal appearance 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Ucld'ng Valley Community Action ·p·rogram, 
West Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-0081 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 180 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM Wi 11 i am Perkins 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP William Perkins 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Bookkeeper Training in bookkeeping 
Typists Training in typing 
Nutritionist College training or special 
training in nutrition 
Transportation Drivers license 
Community organization College training in administra-
tion and organization 
Home re pa i ·t Willingness to work 
Clothing bank Public relations ability and or-
ganization 
Head start Special training in early child-
hood development 
Handicap program Special training in working with 
the handicapped, patience and 
personality 
64 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BU S I NE S S _ _;:;L_,_i .=..t t::..:o:.:.n:.....:..F..:;o.::.r d=-..:S:..:a:...:l..::e:::s_,_, _.:..:I n.:oi::..:·.i•-=.Bo,,,x"--'3<.::2"'5c__ _ _ 
Flemtngsllurg KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER. __ 8-'49::..-_2~3_21 ______ __.:NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_--"2~2 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM._-'--"Ra,,..y'-=L"-i.._tt,,,o<-'-n'----------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P _ _,_R,,,a"--:.L.::.i t"-'t"'o"'n'------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE? _ _,_Y"'es"-------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
New and used car salesmen Knowledge of cars and ·trucks, 
aggresive personality, experience 
desirable 
Meehan i cs Knowledge of tools, car and truck 
parts, willing to work, experience 
Body repairmen Knowledge of tools, car and truck 
parts, willing to work, experience 
Recond it i on·i ng men Wi 11 i_ngness to work and clean up 
used cars for resale 
Secretary and bookkeeper Training in typing, shorthand, 
bookkeeping, finance experience is 
desirable 
65 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Long· John Silver's Seafood Shoppe, Inc., 
Route 32, Morehead, KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER:,__-!..78::...4:_-..:8::...86:.:2:__ ____ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 6_o __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM._--=Ga::..:r:....!.y--=L::...·....:B:..:i..:s.:.:h::...op"'-------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P_--'-M_i_k_e_D_u_v_a_l_l ________________ _ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE?_· _N_o ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Supervisor High school diploma, college 
training in management, experience 
in managing a Long John Silvers; 
background in math, accounting, 
management, and personnel rela-
tions 
Manager and assistant managers Same as supervisor except food 
experience is not mandatory. Also, 
training on the job 
Cooks On the job training and willingness 
to work 
Cashiers On the job training and good public 
relations 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS . Magee•s Bakery, 212 Market Street, 
Maysvtlle, KY 41056 
66 
PHONE NUMBER 564-5720 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4-8 
~~~~~'--~~~~~~· ~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Judith or Ronald Dickson 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR .FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Judith or Ronald Dickson 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Salesmen High school diploma, business and 
sales training 
Cake decorating Special traini.ng in cake decora-
ting or artistic ability 
Baking and mixing High school diploma and on the 
job training 
Maintenance High. school diploma, electrical, 
mechanical, and carpentry ability 
Porter High school diploma 
67 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS_tl!JY.svll le Pu51 ishi_ng Corporation- The 
Ledger Independent, Maysville, KY 41046 
PHONE NUMBER~5~6~4c_-~90:::.,9~1-'-______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_""'-"'-----
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Gary S. Quinn or Laurence M, 
Caproni, Jr. 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P___::G::.ar:....y<-...:S:..:.___,,Q::.u.:..:i n.:.:n'------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_-"N,,,o~-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Writers Able to type, good background in 
English, literature, and history 
Advertising salespersons Public speaking and economics 
background 
Clerical and bookkeeping General office skills 
Compositers 65/80 words per minute and typing 
skills 
Paste-up Neatness and organization 
Press room Electrical and/or mechanical back-
ground 
Circulation department Public relations ability and -
record keeping 
68. 
. BUS I NESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Medical Arts Pharmacy, IW McDonald 
Building, Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER 564-5485 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM No one 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Fred D. Toncray 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Pharmacist Five year BS degree in pharmacy 
69 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Merz Brothers Department Store, 8 West 
Second Street, Maysvi'l le, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER._--'5'-6_4_-5;;..;5c.:3_1 ________ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES _ _.4-=-5 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO V I S IT A C LASSROOM __ __;D::.:e::.:b:.:.r.=a_·=.Ba:.r:..:k.;;;:e:.:.r _______ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR F I ELD TR I P_=.D:::.e b::;rc.:a::__:B.=a.:..r:.:.ke::;r'-------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE?_-'N"'o'-------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Department heads Good public relations, management 
and organizational ability 
Sales people Good public relations, knowledge 
of merchandise in their department 
and a general knowledge of the 
location of all merchandise 
Cashiers Accuracy, excellent math skills 
and good public relations 
Bookkeepers Training in bookkeeping 
70 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Morehead Clinic, Fleming Avenue, More-
head, KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER 784-6641 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES . 63 
~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Will Gerard, Administrator 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Will Gerard, Administrator 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Physicians Medical degree 
Nurses Degree in nursing 
Receptionist High school diploma and good public 
relations 
Transcriptionist High school diploma and typing 
ski 11 s 
Medical records clerk High school diploma and college 
training in this field 
Switchboard operator High school diploma and a good 
phone personality 
Lab technician College training in this field 
X-Ray technician College training and certification 
in this field 
Bookkeeper Bookkeeping skills and experience 
71 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS The Morehead News, 722 West First ·street 
Morehead, Ky 40351 
PHONE NUMBER 784-4116 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 34 
~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM R. J. Caudill 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP R. J. Caudill, General Manager 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? 
~...W.'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Staff writers Good background in English·, 1 itera-
ture and history. Also be able to 
type 
Advertising salespersons Public speaking and economics 
background 
Clerical and bookkeeping General office skills 
Composition clerks 65 to 80 words p·er minute, typing 
skills 
Paste-up workers Neatness and organization 
Press room workers Electrical and/or mechanical back-
ground 
Circulation department P.ublic relations ability and 
record keeping 
Receptionist Good personality and public. 
relations abi11ty 
The Morehead News 
Business lnfo~mation Form 
Page 2 
Type of Jobs 
Camera operators 
72 
Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Full knowledge of cameras 
73 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Nortncutt and San· Home for Funerals, Inc. 
Route 32, Morehead, Ky 40351 
PHONE NUMBER _ _,_7_84_-_6_4=-9'-l --------'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 2 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM John D. Northcutt, President 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP John D. Northcutt 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
------~---------------------------------------------------------~------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Embalmers High school diploma and 12· months 
embalming school. Al so; two 
years apprenticeship 
Funeral director Three years apprenticeship 
Ambulance attendant E.M.T. training 
74 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS Optometri'sts--Dr. Frank and Mi chae 1 
Brisley. 109 East Third Street. Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER'--~5"'6_,_4_-3,..3u.7_,_1 _______ NUMB ER OF EMPLOY EES_"'-5 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Dr. Michael Brisley 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dr. Michael Brisley 
' 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_~Y.::e=..s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Optometrists Degree in optometry 
Ass.i stant Ability in typing, appointment 
making, filing and keeping 
records 
Optometric assistant Ability in working with contact 
lenses, doing preliminary tests 
and taking case histories 
Techn i c.i an Ability in styling and adjusting 
and/or repairing spectacle 
frames. Also, abi IJty in 
verifying prescriptions 
75 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Peoples Bank of Fleming County; 106 Main 
Cross Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-2461 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
'--~-'-~~~~~~~~~--' -~~~~~-
21 
PERSON TO ,CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Virginia Belt, Assistant 
Cashier 
·PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FJELD TRIP Vi.rginia Belt, Assistant Cashier . 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Administrative and loan officers Training in administration and in 
handling loans 
Bookkeepers A requirement for all bank 
Typists employees is a general knowledge 
Tellers of accounting principles, some 
Machine operators proficiency in ~he operation of 
typewriters, cop·iers, proof 
machines, filin~, and reading 
computer prints 
76 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Per~Jns, T.S., D.M.D .. West Water Street 
Flemingsburg. KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'--""-84.!..9,_-..::2,,_,15"-'l'---------'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_...__ __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A C LASSROOM'---'T"'.-=.S.:... -'P-"e"'r.:.:.k;.:i n"'s'---------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FI ELD TR I P_.!.T!..  ..;S::..:·c.....:.P.:::e.:..r,,_k!.!i n.!.::s'------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_..;N,;:o:__ __________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Dentist Degree in denistry 
Dental assistant College training as a dental 
assistant or on the job training 
77 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Porter, Melvin, Real Estate Agency, P.O. 
Box 362, Flemi ng~burg, KY 4104 l 
PHONE NUHBER'--_8_4""'5_-4_,3'""5-'l------NUHBER OF EHPLOYEES __ 4___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Helv[n Porter 
·~~~-'---'~---'-"-~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Melvin Porter 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 





Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Hust meet the requirements of State 
Real Estate Commission and be 
licensed as such. Hust have know-
1 edge of a 11 terms about buildings 
and land. Special training is 
required 
The same as a broker but must have 
had a salesman's license for about 
two years, works out of someone 
else's office 
Good public relations, must meet 
state requirements and work under 
a broker, cannot advertise in his 
name 
78 
BUS I NESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Prite Brothers Funeral Home, El izavi l le, 
KY 41038 
PHONE NUMBER 267-2481 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 
-------~---~ ---~--
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Sterling Price 
--~------~----~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR F I ELD TR I P_~S'""t""e""r-'-1-'-i n"'g"-'-P-'-r-'-i-'-c-'-e----------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
------~-------~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for .each Job Listed 
Funeral Director Three years training 




BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Property Value Administrator. Court 
Square, Plem~ngsburg, Ky 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'C.-_,8'"-'4""5..:.:~6,,,,6"'0"'-1-------'NUMB ER OF EMPLOYEES" _ _,__ _ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A C LASSROOM"_-"N""o-'o""n,,e~---------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dorotny V. Denton 
ARE PAMPHLETS QR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_· ~N~o ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Clerical work Ab i llty to type and operate" ca lcu-
lators and have good handwriting 
Field work Knowledge of value of real estate 
Bo 
BUS I NESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Radio Station WFTM, AM/FM, Tobacco· 
Square, Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER_--"-56_4_-""33'-6_l _____ __:NUMB ER OF EMPLOY EES __ l_3 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Don Stahl, Assistant Manager 
PERSON TO CON.TACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Roy Redmond, General Manager 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Disc jockey Third class ticket with broadcast 
endorsement 
Secretary Bookkeeping, typing, and contin-
uity in writing ability 
Engineer First class ticket 
Salesmen Selling ability and good public 
relations 
I 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Radio Station WMOR; 109 Main Street, 
P.O. Box 40, Morehead, KY 40351 
81 
PHONE NUMBER. _ _;7_8_,4_-4-'-'1 __ 4.,;..1 ______ ....:NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_..;..l_,__7 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM _William M. Whitaker, Steve 
Barker or Nancy Opitz 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP William M. Whitaker or Nancy Opitz 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?~N_,_,o,__ ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Electronic engineer First class broadca~t lic~nse 
Management Working knowledge of radio 
station 
Sales and promotion Ability to sell advertising and 
good personality 
News director Experience in gathering and 
writing news as wel 1 as reporting 
Announcer Speech; good vofce and delivery 
Office Personnel Secretarial skills and office 
practices 
Receptionist Good public relations 
Custodian Willingness to work 
82 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Real Estate and Auction Agency--Roy C. 
Wi 11 iams, Route 2, Ewing, KY 41039 
PHONE NUMBER. _ _..;2::.:6;.:.7_-...:.46::.:8'""'1---------'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES _ __;lc.:6 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Roy C. Williams 
PERSON TO- CONTACT FOR FURTHER- INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN -APP~INT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Roy C. Williams 
- ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE? __ Y'""'e'""s ___________ _ 
--------------------------------------~--------------------~---~-~------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each- Job Listed 
, Real estate broker and salesman Must pass Kentucky Real Estate 
Test and obtain state license 
Auctioneer and apprentice Pass test and obtain state 
auctioneer auctioneer's license 
Cashier and clerk Competent, dependable 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS Rhonda 1 s Beauty Shop, 105 East Water 
Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER._...::8...::4.::..5-__,9::..:8c.::5..:_l _______ .NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES._.=.2 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Rose Lee Story or Rhonda 
Glascock 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Rhonda-Glascock 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_-"N_o ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Beauticians 1800 hours training at a beauty 
school and a beautician's 
license 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Rowan County Public Library, 129 Trumbo 
Avenue, Morehead, KY 40351 
84 
PHONE NUMBER---'7-'8-'4--7,_1~3~7~ ______ NUMB ER OF EM P LOYEES_-=-3 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Mrs. Clara Goodman, Bookmobile 
Librarian 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Mrs. Frankie Calvert, Librarian 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No ---------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Librarian High school diploma with library 
certification within five years 
. Bookmob i 1 e High school diploma with library 
certification within five years. 
Also a driver's license 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF· BUSINESS Sheriff's Department, Court Square, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
85 
PHONE NUMBER 845-4701 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 4 ---"'"--'-'---'-------- ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM No one 
--'---''---'----------~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Roy Saunders 
-~----------------------
·ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
-~-------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Law enforcement Knowledge of all local, state, and. 
na ti ona I 1 aws 
Bookkeeping Training in bookkeeping 
General office work Business training 
86 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS South Central Bell Telephone Company, 116. 
East Fourth Street, Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER 564-9011 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 33 
~~~~~~~~~~~~---' -~-'--~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Paula Arnold 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Paula Arnold 
~:..=::...:..::....!..::....:;:.=...:..:;__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Operators Good phone personality and on the 
job training. 
Framemen On the job training in soldering, 
safety methods and equipment 
Cable helper Non-technical training given 
before helper is assigned, techni-
cal help given on the job as 
needed 
General office work On the job training in filing, 
maintaining records, preparing 
reports, answering telephone, 
using machines and incidental 
typing. 
Comptrollers On the job training in operating 
machines, doing stenographic work 
South Central Bell Telephone Company 
Business Information Form 
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Type of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Comtrollers (can't) and preparing financial reports 
Lineman Non-technical instruction train-
ing given as needed,. and a willing-
ness to learn 
Coin collector· Two weeks instruction given on the 
job 
Drafting On the job training in preparJng 
statistical chatts, outside plant 
records, handling drawings for 
equipment, preparing rate maps, 
reading prints, drawings and maps 
Stenographer Training on the job in taking 
dictation, typing and general office 
work as needed. Should already 
have ability in these areas 
Typist Ability in general office work, 
cutting stencils and preparing 
requests for services 
S_e_r-'v-'t_c_e_._r_e~p-r_e_s_e_ri_t_a_t_iv~e-· _. ------- · -,Pr.of(:c':.iericy' .i n'.spe 11 ing, grammar 
and math, legible handwriting, 
-; speed, accuracy and neatness in a 11 
phases of work. Four or five 
weeks training given before begin-
South Central Bell Telephone Company 
Business Information Form 
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Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Service representative (con't.) ning job and additional training 
is given on the job 
89 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Southern States Cooperative, West Water 
_Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER;...._--"-8-"45'-~-"5_8.;_11'-------NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 1_5 __ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM.~~J~e~r~ry-'-'H~a~w~k~i~n~s~~~~~~~­
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Gerald Burke 
~~~~~"--'-'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~-""'-''-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Truck drivers Driver's 1 icense and good ·public 
relations 
Mi 11 operators On the job training 
Fertilizer blender specialists One year experience in fertili-
zer department 
LP gas serviceman One year experience and complete 
safety school course 
Clerk-bookkeepers Bookkeeping and accounting back-
ground 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Spring Grove Dairy, Inc., Box 190, 
Morehead, KY 40351 
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PHONE NUMBER'--__,_7.=.8-'-4-_4:..:.l.=.2.:..l ______ .NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES_~35~--
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VIS IT A CLASSROOM No one 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Mr. Aubrey Kautz, Jr. 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Machine operators High school diplom~ 6n·the job 
training 
'Driver-salesmen Driver's license, good public 
relations, on the job training 
Mechanic Mechanical ability, on the job 
training 
Warehousemen Un the job training 
Clerical office workers Training in clerical work, on 
the job training 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Story and Souder Barber Shop, 141 West 
Water Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER:..___8_4.:...5-_6_4_4_1 ______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 2 ___ _ 
PERSON TO. CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Julian Story or Kenneth Souder 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Julian Story or Kenneth Souder 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_.:...Y_e.:_s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs 
Barber 
Hair sty! ist 
Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Barbering license and 1800 hours 
at a barbering school 
License in styling. Also, must 
attend styling seminars every six 
to eight weeks 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM · 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS T and E Jewelry, Inc., 180 East Main 
I. 
Street, Morehead, KY 40351 
PHONE NUMBER'....----L7.:::.B::..4-_,5'..::!4::..14..!.-_____ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES~.-"'-5 ___ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Unadell Eldridge or Brenda 
Anderson 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN .l\PPOI NT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Unadell Eldridge 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?_-"Y-=e..:.s ___________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Jeweler Special two-week training course 
Watch repairman Two year training course in watch 
repair 
Sales clerks H.i gh schoo 1 dip 1 oma, know] edge of 
merchandise, good public rela-
tions and accuracy in math 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Tax Service--H and· R Block, 128 Market 
·Street. Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER 564-6160 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 10 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Dick Wietelmann 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dick Wietelmann 
~'--'-'"'-'--"-"-"-'-"-"'~-'-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LAB LE? Yes 
Types of Jobs 
Tax preparation 
Bookkeeping 
Copying machine work 
Receptionist 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Special training in this field 
Skilled in bookkeeping 
On the job training 
Good personality, politeness and 
training on the job 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Town and Country Veterinary Clinic, U.S. 
Highway 68, Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER 564-5105 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 5 
~-~-~~-~~~~- ~-~--~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Dr. S. Glass 
~~~--~---~~-~-~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dr. S. Glass 
~~--~-------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? __ No ____________ _ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Veterinarians College degree in field 
Assistants Training on the job 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Tri State Beauty Academy, 219 West Main 
Street Morehead KY 40351 
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PHONE NUMBER 784-9335 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 2 
~--'-~-=~~~~~~~---' ~~~~~~ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Roberta Stiner 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MEtn OR FI ELD TR IP Roberta Stiner 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Cosmetolo!:jist Licensed by Kentucky State ·Board of 
Hairdressers 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS U.S. Post Office, 131 East Water Street, 
Flemingsburg, KY ·41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-7601 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 16 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-' -~~~~~-
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
No one 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ~R FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Dillard Bare 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? 0 ~<=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Window c 1 erk Accuracy and mathematical ability 
Food stamp clerk Accuracy, mathematical ability and 
knowledge of Food Stamp Program 
Carriers (city) Ability to carry a 35 pound satchel 
and walk all day 
Carriers (rural) Accuracy, mathematical ability and 
ability to drive· in all kinds of. 
weather 
Supervisor Ability to perform all the.duties 
1 isted above and fill in for the 
postmaster 
Postmaster Abi 1 ity to perform al 1 the jobs 
listed above plus have substantial 
knowledge of management, adminis-
tration and the rules and regula-
U.S. Post Office 
Business Information Form 
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Types of Jobs 
Postmaster (can't.) 
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Qualifications for each Job Listed 
tions of the post office 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS U.S." Post Office, East Thi rd Street, 
Maysville, KY 41056 
PHONE NUMBER. __ 5_6_4-_3_4_6_1 ______ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES._-'3~0:...._ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM. __ N_o_o...:.n:...;e _________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Newell M. Hargett, Postmaster 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVA I LABLE?. _ _;Yc..::e..::s ___________ _ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
C 1 er ks Pass written test, accuracy and 
mathematical ability 
Carriers Pass written test and physical 
stamina to walk in all kinds of 
weather and carry a 35 pound 
satchel 
Postmaster Pass written test, be able to per-
form all the duties listed above, 
and have substantial knowledge of 
management, administrative 
paperwork 
Supervisor Pass written test, able to perform 
all the duties listed above and 
fill in for the Postmaster 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUS I NESS __ U_,_s_, _P_o_s_t_O_ff_ic_e .... ,_M_o_re_h_e_a_d_.,_KY __ 4_0~3~5_1 _ 
PHONE NUMBER 784-5556 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES. 18 
-~-~-<---------~ --'------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Postmaster 
-~--'-------------
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Postmaster 
-~::.==.:c=:.C.-------------------~ 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? Yes ----------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Clerks Accuracy, mathematical ab i·l i ty and 
po 1 iteness 
Carriers (city) Pass written test and physical 
stamina to carry a 35 pound 
satchel in all kinds weather 
Carriers (rural) Accuracy, mathematical ability and 
ability to drive in all kinds of 
weather 
Supervisor Abi 1 ity to perform all the duties 
1 is ted above and f i 11 in for the 
Postmaster 
Postmaster Ability to perform all the jobs 
listed above plus have substantial 
I knowledge of management and admin-
istration and the rules and regu-
U.S. Post Office 
Business Information Form 
Page 2 
Types of Jobs _ 
Postmaster (can't.) 
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Qualifications for each Job Listed 
lations of the post office. All 
workers must pass a written test 
lbl 
BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS U.S. Shoe Corporation, Foster Street, 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER:..___8_4.::..5---=9c..0.=:.5_1 ______ _;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES __ 4--=15'----
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM __ N_o__;o_n_e _________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD TRIP Mr. Charles Ross, Plant Manager 
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE?_~No~-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Supervisors All jobs r~quire dn the job 










BUSINESS INFORMATION FORM 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS Womack, Glenn R., M.D., P.O. Box 344; 
Fl em ingsburg, KY . 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 849-2323 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 3 ------
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM Dr. Glen Womack 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR FIELD.TRIP Dr. Glen Womack ------------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAILABLE? No 
--------------~ 
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
Doqor Degree in medicine 
Licensed·practical nurse Graduate of an approved nursing 
school 
Medical assistant J Office training and experience 
Secretary Ability in typing, bookkeeping and 




HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME ·Crain, Pauline 
ADDRESS 116 Lake View Drive, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-7771 
:.......-=.......:...:...:...;..._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES~.....:..:.Ho~b~b~·~,e~s'-=a~n~d-=c~o~l~le~c~t~i~o~n~s~---~t~ra~v~e~l~i~n~gu•c....:.r~e=a=d~-
ing and needlepoint; previous occupations and experiences--teacher for 
30 years, 25 years as County Office Clerk with Farmers Home Administra-
tion, and has traveled throughout the United States and in Europe. 
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HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME ·curotto, Jennie Lou 
ADDRESS 207 East Main Street, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER. __ 8_45=--...:.5.;..5_6 l _________________ __:___ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Hobbies or collections--decorating, 
antiques, reading, scrapbooks, pets and traveling; previous occupations 
and experiences--model in New York City, entertainer, blood bank techni-
cian; present occupat i on--p i ano teacher. 
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HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME Fryman, Woodie 
ADDRESS Route 1, Box 21, Ewing, KY 41039 
I 
SPEClAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Present occupation--professional baseball 
player; hobbies--fishing and hunting. 
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HUMAN R~SOURCE FORM 
NAME Ishmael , Fun i.ko M. 
ADDRESS Route 3, Box 257, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-5831 
~----'-'-_;:..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Present occupation--factory worker; hobbies 
or collections--sewing, working with young people, sports; past 
experiences--worked in a bank and in an office in Japan. 
l 08 
HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME ·Kelly, Winder Dudley 
ADDRESS 209 Stockwell Avenue, P.O. Box 152, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 845-1351 
'----'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Present occupation--housewife; hobby--bird 
watching; other interests--The Kentucky Historical Society and helping 
people; past experiences--wife of a Kentucky State Senator. 
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HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME ·Meade, Charles T, 
ADDRESS Route 1, Box 256A, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER 849-4447 
~---"~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Present occupation--electrician; military 
experience--Marine Corps (21 years) stationed in France, Spain, Italy, 
Africa and the Orient; served during two wars. 
11 0 
HUMAN RESOURCE FORM 
NAME Sa re, John R. 
ADDRESS Route 3, Box 33, Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
PHONE NUMBER'--8=-4;.,:9c_-.:.:45~2:.:.6 _________________ ....:__ 
SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES Hobbies and/or collections--flying and fire-
arms·; previous experi.ences and occupations--retired Army Lieutenant 
Colonel, Battery Command in Europe, Battalion Command in Vietnam, Sec-
retary General's Staff in Europe, mapping, charting and geology; Defense 
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Route 2, Box 68 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
May 30, 1977 
I am worki.ng on a community resource handbook. The 1 i st of 
114 
businesses and organizations incorporated in this handbook will be used 
by the Fleming County School System in implementing their career educa-
tion program. 
I would appreciate it if you would complete this questionnaire 
and return it to me in the enclosed stamped envelope. You are under no 
obligation to disclose salaries, amounts of sales, or any personal infor-
mation which you do not want to make public. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Helen Barnett 
l. Name and address of business or organization ___________ _ 
Phone Number Number of Employees 
---------~ --------
2. Are there any person or persons in your business or organization who 
would be wi.lling to visit a classroom and talk about your business 
or··organization? YES NO ---
115 
3. Would you permit a teacher and class to vi.sit your business or organi-
zation if arrangements were made ahead of time? YES NO ---
What person should be contacted for further information or for 
arranging an.:appointment or field trip? 
-------------~ 
4. Do you have any pamphlets or brochures concerning your business which 
students could obtain? YES NO ---
5. What types of jobs are necessary to operate your overall business? 
Type of Job Qualifications for: each Job.Listed 
APPENDIX B 
Route 2, Box 68 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
May 30, 1977 
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I am working on a community resource handbook to be used in the 
Fleming County School System in their career education program. Because 
people are our greatest resource, I would like to maintain a "Human 
Resource" Fiie as part of the handbook. Since you are or have been 
involved in an interesting job or occupation, I feel you will be a good 
source for occupational information for our students. 
I hope you will help make career education a realistic and 
meaningful experience for our young people by shari.ng your occupations, 
hobbies, or travels with our students. Please complete the following 
questionnaire and return it to me in the enclosed stamped envelope. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
He 1 en Barnett 
Interesting hobbies or collections 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Other occupational experiences (previous occupations, military experience, 
etc.) ----------------------------------
Would it be possible for you to come to our schools to talk to a group of 




Business Information Form 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS -------------------
PHONE NUMBER. __________ _;NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES ______ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT TO VISIT A CLASSROOM. _____________ _ 
PERSON TO CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR FOR ARRANGING AN APPOINT-
MENT OR Fl ELD TRIP_·----------------------
ARE PAMPHLETS OR BROCHURES AVAi LABLE? ______________ _ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Types of Jobs Qualifications for each Job Listed 
APPENDIX C 
Business Information Form 
Page 2 
Types of Jobs 
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Qualifications for each.Job Listed 
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APPENDIX D 






SPECIAL INTEREST CATEGORIES 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
APPENDIX E 
List of Businesses or Organizations and Individuals 
To Whom Questionnaires Were Sent 
Name of.Class 
Accountants•~Certi fi ed Pub.I ic 
Ambulance Service and Funeral 
Di rectors 
Name of Business or Organization 
Robert S, 0 1Daniel 
Kelley Galloway and Goolsby 
Ritchie Payton 
Danton Funeral Home 
Nickell Funeral Home 
Price Brothers Funeral Home 
Lane Funeral Home 
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Automob i.l e Dealers 
Automobile Machine Shop 
Service, Parts, and 
Supp l,tes · 




Br_ight Spot~·Frank Boone 
Homer C, Emmons 
Taylor Insurance Agency 
Richard L. Hinton 
McDonald and Walton 
Suit, McCartney, and Price 
J,L, Kaehler Real Estate Broker 
and Auctioneer 
Roy C, Williams Real Estate and 
Auction Agency 
Patdck Stanton 
Billy Kaehler Real Estate and 
Auctioneer 
Cheap Chevrolet 
Eldridge Brothers, Inc, 
Litton Ford Sales 
Gooding Auto Parts 
Western Auto Store 
Flemi.ngsburg United Service 








Clearners and Dryeros 
Contractors 
Craft and Gift Shops 
Datr\es and Dairy Products 
Denti·sts 
Department Stores 
Name of'Busiriess or·organi·tat-i'on 
Rainbow Baking Company 
Magee 1s Bakery 
Farmers Deposit Bank 
Peoples Bank 
Citizens Bank 
Dull Razor Styling Salon 
McDaniels Barber Styling Shop 
Story and Souder Barber Shop 
Tri~State Beauty Academy 
Brenda's Beauty Salon 
Kathy's Kut and Kur! 
Rhonda's Beauty Shop 
Coca Cola Botti ing Works 
Dr, Pepper Bottling Company 
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Colgan Ready Mix Concrete 
Flemingsburg Lumber Company, Inc, 
Carl G, Yeager 
Jack Ensor 
Flemingsburg Dry Cleaners 
Moore''s Dry· Clean i:ng 
Ca rey ... Adams 1 Inc, 
Charles Ray A_rgo Construction 
Jim and Juc:fy~s. Pa Int and Wa 11 paper 
S.tore 
Mary·'s .Handlcraft and G i·ft Shop 
Calico Corner Gifts· 
Alexander ''s Red Cottage Ga 11 ery 
Spring Grove Dairy 
Cl over! eaf Dairy· 
Carnation Company 
C, D, Blair 
J, L, Hall 
T, Scott Perk.ins 
Wfllfam A, Bradley 
Baker's Department Store 
Lerman Brothers 
Markwell and Jones 
Martin '·'s Department Store 
The Men 1·s· Shop 
Name of Class 
Department Stores (con•t.) 







General Merchandise Stores 
Government Offices--City 
and County (Flemings .. 
burg and Fleming) 
Government Offices--





C. C. Perrey Company 




Brewer Tractor Sales 
Fleming Tr.actor Sales 
Davenport Farm Supply 
Southern States Cooperative 
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Eastern Kentucky Production Credit 
Association 
Atl<T.nson's Greenhouse 
Lawrence '·s F 1 or is ts 
Campbe 11 Home Furn is hi ngs 
McClure's Acre of Furniture 
C. L, Mains and Son 
Cummin's General Store 
D. A, Watson General Store 
L, L, Emmons General Store 
Flemingsburg Utilities Office 
City Ha 11--fl em lngsburg 






Property Valuatton Administrator 
Sheriff ls Office 
Superintendent of Schools 
State Highway Department 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation 
Farmers Home Administration 
State Police Department 
Jerry's !GA . 
Lakewood Foodtowh 
Pa lmeds Super Va 1 u 
Thompson Hardware 
Watson Brothers Hardware 
Wright's Hardware 





Lumber--Reta i 1 
Manufacturing 
Mobile Home Dealers 
Newspapers 
Op tome tr is ts 
Pharmacies 
Photographers 
Physicians and Surgeons 
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Name of.Business or·organization 
Fleming County Hospital 
St, Clair Medical Center and More-
head Clinic 
Hayswood Hospital 
Carpenter Insurance Agency 
Farm Bureau Insurance 
Kerr's and Williams Insurance Agency 
Woodsmen of the World 
C. P, Kane, Jr. Jewelers 
Traxel Jewelers 
T and E, Jewelry, Inc. 
Fleming County Public Library 
Rowan County Public Library 
Maysvll le Public Library 
Flemingsburg Lumber Company 
Bruner Building Company, Inc, 
U, S. Shoe Corporation 
Randall's Manufacturing Company 
Browning's Manufacturing Company 
Cheap 1 s Mob i'1 e Homes 
Doy! e 1 s Mob i1 e Homes 
Fleming Gazette 
Flemingsburg Times. Democrat 
Morehead News 
Ledger Independent 
Drs, Frank and Mi chae 1 Br is 1 ey 
D~. Anna S, Mitchell 
Aitkin Drugs 
Colonial Village Pharmacy 
C, F. Kilgus Pharmacy 
Med ica 1 Arts Pharmacy 
Battson 1s Drngs 
Log Cabin Studio 
Fidler and Gehring, PSC 
Glenn R, Womack · 
Denham Medt·cal Cfi:ni:c 
Wi 11 iam Cartmel 1 
Warren Proudfoot 
George Barber 
Name· of Class 
Plumbers 
.Post Offices 





Social Service Organizations 
Tax Service 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Companies 
Veterinarians 
Mr. Clyde Cannon 
Mrs. Marvin Carroll 
Mr. William Colgan 
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Name· of Busi riess ·or· Organ i zat i'on · 
Donald Adkins Plumbing and Heating 
Flemingsburg Post Office 
Morehead Post Office 
Maysville Post Office 
National Printing Products Company 
S. F. McClanahan Printing Company 
American Office Supply Company 
WFTM--Maysv i 11 e 
WMOR--Morehead 
Homer S, Emmons 
J, L. Kaehler 
Melvin Porter 
Howard F. Brammer 
Mike Denham 
Sorrell :ls Restaurant 
Burger Queen 
Jerry's 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppe 
Granais Service Station 
Paul's Lakewood Service 
Comprehend, Inc. 
Fleming County Day Care Center 
Li tl<lhgcVa 11 ey CAP 
Department for Human Resources 
H, D. Germann 
Hand R.Block 
General Telephone Company 
South Centra 1 Bel l Te 1 ephone Company 
Western Union Telegraph Company 
Emery Clark 
Eldred Harding 
Sherman and Michael Glass 
Town and Country Veterinary Clinic 
INDIVIDUALS 
Miss Pauline. Crain 
Ms, Jennie Curotto 
Mrs, Pete Dugan 
Mr. Kenneth Fern 
Mr. Woodie Fryman 
Mrs. Tony Ishmael 
Mr. Glennon Ison 
Mr. Boronlo Jones 
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Mrs. Ed J, Kelly 
Mr. Charles T. Meade 
Mr, William Perkins 
Mrs, Clara Ross 
Mr. John R. Sayre 
Dear Sir: 
APPENDIX F 
Followup Letter to Businesses 
Route 2, Box 68 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
June 17, 1977 
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A few weeks ago I sent you a letter stati.ng that I was preparing 
a Community Resource Handbook for the Flemi.ng County School System. With 
this letter was a questionnaire. 
I would like to include information concerning your business or 
organization in the Handbook; therefore, would you please complete the 
questionnaire as soon as possible and return it to me in the stamped 
self-addressed envelope that was enclosed? 




Followup Letter to Individuals 
Route 2, Box 68 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
June 17, 1977 
128 
A few weeks ago I sent you a letter in which I indicated that 
was preparing a Community Resource Handbook for the Fleming County 
School System. With the letter was a questionnaire and a stamped self-
addressed envelope. 
Due to the fact that you have had varied and interesting occu-
pations and past experiences, I wanted to include you in the Human 
Resource part of the Handbook. 
Would you please complete the questionnaire as soon as possible 
and return it to me? 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Helen Barnett 

